This novelty book with a sweet story has fun flaps to lift and mechanisms to move, as well as practical tips for parents and carers on each page, endorsed by The Good Play Guide and leading Early Years Consultant, Dr Amanda Gummer. With delightful illustrations from Marion Cocklico, We're Going to the Dentist is the perfect book for sharing and reassuring little people. For more toddler tips, read We're Having A Baby, I'm Not Sleepy, No More Nappies, I'm Starting Nursery, Can You Say Please?, We're Going to the Doctor and I Can Get Dressed. Buy. Amazon The Book Deposit Why do you need to go to the dentist if all your teeth are going to fall out anyway? No mom really has a good answer to that age-old question, but a little preventative maintenance never hurt anyone. Little Vera is faced with her first visit to the dentist along with her bigger sisters, and at least it means that she's getting bigger! Since there's a lot of plot to follow, the book will best serve more-observant readers who are able to piece the narrative cleanly, but those older readers may also better appreciate the special little touches, such as the letter's enticing, old-fashioned typewriter-style look, vignettes that capture small moments, or the subdued color palette that lends an elegant air. "Kate is going to the 'Dentist's' or "Dentists" is also fine: we know not whether the Dentist is singular or plural. I would agree that "...to the dentist" is probably better. Best. sdgraham. But in Oxford grammar book it is taken as a correct variant. Kate has to go to the dentist tomorrow. correct. Loob. Senior Member. Expand Basket. Loading Something went wrong. View basket for details. Roald Dahl Collection 15 Books Boxed Set (Paperback, 2016). 4.9 out of 5 stars based on 398 product ratings(398). £29.98 New. £22.50 Used. Leigh Bardugo Grisha Series Shadow and Bone Trilogy 3 Books Boxed Set Collection.